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FIVE DAILY PRAYERS IN THE LIGHT OF THE HOLY QUR'AN

             In our little state of Kerala situated in the souther region of India a heated controversy 
has been going on for the  past two and a half  decades  on the number  of times of compulsory
ritual prayer in Islam.  An organization named Qur'an- Sunnat Society  has been in full swing
in Kerala  for the past three decades and they have boldly come forward with a cute challenge
by offering to present a handsome some of  money as award to t hose who can substantiate the
five daily prayers in the light of the Holy Qur'an. No Indian state can be found more abundant
in  Arabic and  Islamic  scholars than our Kerala,  the most  pulchritudinous  state in India. In
Arabic and other  foreign countries  Keralite Arabic scholars are in good demand for working
in various capacities,  their mastery over the  Arabic language  being taken into account.  Still,
unfortunately, no Arabic scholar has so far been able to take the challenge like a man.   So this
poor ling,  a very  humble  self  who  knows  nothing about Arabic has been making an in-dept
and  very  profound  research  ( as far as  I am concerned),  as  though  enlightened  by  divine
inspiration, in the  like  faculties  and  controversial  issues for the  last  20 years.  As a humble 
attempt refute the claims of the microscopic but very active and potential denomination called
Qur'an -Sunnat Society. I have also written a book titled 'The Fact of Prayer' Qadian.

      The result of my humble research can be summed up as follows: 

        What is important to note here is that different translators of the Holy Qur'an have given
different  meanings  to  the  relevant  verses  of the  Holy Qur'an  that  mention  the  five  daily 
prayers prescribed by Islamic religion,

             For example, let's read as follows from the well known translation of Allama Abdullah
    Yusuf Ali Sahib.

1. "And established regular prayers at the  ENDS OF THE DAY  and at the approaches of the 
    night"
         (See page  617  the  Holy Qur'an  Translation  of the  meaning  and  commentry  - Allama Abdullah 
    Yusuf Ali)
    Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall : a very famous translator of the Holy Qur'an and a native of  great 
    britian renders the verse into English.

2. "Establish worship at the ENDS OF THE DAY, and in some watches of the night"
    (The  Qur'an  Translated -  Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall  Published by  International  committee 
     for the support of the final prophet page 250) 

3. "You shall observe the salat prayers at both  ENDS OF THE DAY, and during the night"
    (Qur'an the final scripture (authorized English version) by Rashad Khalifa Ph.D Imam, Mosque of 
     Tuscon, Tuscon, Arizona Page:154)

    Malavi Sher Ali SAhib translates :

4. "And  observe  prayer  at  the  ENDS OF THE DAY  and  in  the hours of the  night that are 
    nearer the day"
    (The Holy Qur'an Arabic text and English traslation by Maulavi Sher Ali - Published by Islam 
    International Publications Limited. in 2011 under the Auspices of Mirza Masroor Ahmed Page 258) 
   
                        



                  Mirza Tahir Ahmed Says in his Translation :

              5. "AND OBSERVE PRAYER AT THE  ENDS OF THE DAY
                 AND PARTS OF THE NIGHT CLOSE TO THE DAY"  (Ibid Page: 258 footnote)

                  Famous Ahmadi Scholar in Kerala Maulavi Muhammed Abul Wafa Sahib  Translates the  verse  as 

                   given below: 

              6. "ESTABLISH RITUAL  PRAYER  AT  THE  TWO  PARTS  OF  THE  DAY  AND IN THE
                 FIRST PARTS OF THE NIGHT."
                        (Holy Qur'an Arabic text with Malayalam Translation and commentary by Maulavi Muhammed 
                  Abul Wafa  Published under the auspices of  Mirza Tahir Ahmed by Islam International Publications

                  Limited).

                  Malik Ghulam Farid renders the verse into English as follows :

              7. "AND OBSERVE PRAYER AT THE TWO ENDS OF THE DAY,  
                 AND IN SOME HOURS OF THE NIGHT."
                       (The Holy Qur'an English Translation and commentary Page:480 Edited by Malik Ghulam Farid

                   Published under the auspices Mirza Nasir Ahmed)

                  Maulana Muhammad Ali Translates:

             8. "AND KEEP  UP PRAYER AT THE TWO ENDS OF THE DAY
                 AND IN THE FIRST HOURS OF THE NIGHT"
                          (The Holy Qur'an Arabic text, English Translation and commentary by Maulana Muhammad Ali 
                   Page:459, Published by Ahmadiyya Anjuman Isha'at Islam, Lahore. INC - U.S.A)

                  Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmood Ahmed renders the verse into English as given below :

             9. "AND KEEP  UP PRAYER AT THE TWO ENDS OF THE DAY
                  AND IN THE HOURS OF THE NIGHT THAT ARE NEARER THE DAY"
                 (The Holy Qur'an with English Translation and commentary Vol. 2 Page : 1127)  Mirza Bashiruddin 
                 Mahmood Ahmed , Published by the Oriental and religious publishing corporation Ltd. Rabwah)

                   ANALYSIS

                  The sum total of the quoted Translations can given below as synopsis.

                          The translators have obviously made awful blunder in rendering the word (Taraf) into
                 English no doubt they have utterly failed in grasping the Qur'anic phraseology particularly
                 the wording like 'Taraf', 'Zulaf', and 'Nahaar' etc.

                          There is a conspicuous contract between the Arabic word                (Taraf) and another
                 similar Arabic word                  (Taraf).   The former means 'end'  while the latter the second
                 radical of  which having a vowel point or vowel  symbol  (        )  suggest  'part' undoubtedly
                 though the same connotes 'end' rarely. The 'day' means, as known to each and every human
                 being full well, literate and illiterate alike,  time  between  SUNRISE  and  SUNSET.   Imam 
                 Abul Qasim Husain bin Muhammad known as Imam Raghibul Asfahaani, a reputed savant
                 who had no match in his  contemporary  scholars  wrote the celebrate Arabic Lexicon titled
                 Al Mufradaat - Fi - Ghareebil  Qur'an  which  was  prepared  to  explain  and  explicate  the 
                 Qur'anic terms exclusively.  Imam Raghib writes in his  Mufradaat in clear -  cut terms that
                 "Basically the day means the time between the SUNRISE and the SUNSET".   



             (Al Mufradaat Page:506)

                    So, according to our 'great' translators Muslims all over the globe are supposed to pray at
            the rising of the sun and  setting of this nearest  star to the  planet earth because their wording
            'ends'  denotes  sunrise  and  sunset  viz  the  two  ends  of  the  day.  But it is  forbidden for all 
            Muslims in Islam to offer  prayer at the  rising of the  sun and at the  time of the  setting of the
            sun.

                       Prophet Muhammed, the seal of prophets and the greatest Messenger of Almighty Allah
            swallallahu alaihi wa sallam peace and blessing of  Allah be upon him forbade us praying both
            at the time of the rising of the sun and at the time of the setting of the sun 
                                                                          (Bukhari & Muslim                     Agreed Upon)  

                         Therefore, according to the translators, no Muslims on the face of Allah's earth do not
            perform  obligatory  prayer  in  accordance  with  the  august and vivid teachings of the Noble 
            Qur'an. Outrageous and very ridiculous indeed. 

                         It is not likely that the Holy Qur'an meant the  Canonical 'day' which stats from dawn
            and lasts until sunset here but the  generally and globally accepted  'day' Now let's assume for
            the sake of argument that the  Qur'an intends the canonical day here. Still, there is no harm in
            interpreting the prayers in                           (Zulafan minallayl)  as Maghrib,   Isha' and  Subah          
            (Fajr)  since  in  Al Qamoos,  anauthorized Arabic dictionary it is clearly recorded that Zulafa 
            can be said both of the first part of the night.  In other words approach of night can be said of  
            the  times  of  Subah (Fajr - Dawn prayer)  as  well as of  Maghrib  (After  Sunset prayer) and             
            Isha' (Late after sunset prayer).

                              The Tarafayinnahar (                    ) becomes  Zuhar and Asar prayers  (Noon prayer
            and late afternoon prayer).     Imam Zujaj  says that by                         (Atrafunnahaar)  which
            appears in the verse 20:130 of the Holy Qur'an Zuhar and Asar prayers are meant. Imam Ibin
            Al Khalbi opines that                         (Atrafunnahaar)  means  'hours of the day'  and  not ends
            the day.

                      Imam Abdul Abbas says by                         (Atrafunnahaar) in 20:130 of the Holy Qur'an
            actually                       (Tharafayi annahaar)  in two  parts of the day are  meant' and  not three 
            or more times of the day.  Imam  Raghib  says             (Taraf)  means  (Jaanib)  whose  English 
            equivalent is side or part.

            (See Imam Allama Ibin Al Mansur's famous lexicon titled Lisanul Arab Page: 147 Volume 8)
            (Refer Imam Raghib's Al Mufradaat Page : 305)         

                                                       THE MEANING OF                  (TARAF) 

            1.            (Taraf) means              (jaanib). it means side or part  (Al Mufradaat Page:305)

            2.            (Taraf) means Part       (Arabic to English Learners' Dictionary by F. Steingass Ph.D 1996

                 Edition Gaurav Publishing House, New Delhi, Page: 633)

                               Tarafayi  Annahaar  (                   ) means two parts of the day.            (tarafaani) is in
            the  nominative  case  while             (Tarafay) is in the Accusative and genitive cases.  (Tarafay)



            in the verse of the Holy Qur'an is in the Accusative case (                  ).

            The Meaning of Zulaf (           )
            
            1. Zulafa which is the singular form of  Zulaf of means part of the night.  If            (Zulfah) the
            singular form means part of the night, naturally, the plural form           (Zulaf) can mean parts
            of the night,  hours of the night,  times of the night  and  watches of the night.  for a noun to be
            plural, in the  Arabic  language,  three or more  number  is  needed.  So Zulafan Minallayl  can 
            mean three or more times of the night. 

                See what Imam Al Bukhari says in Sahih Al Bukhari, volume 2 Page : 678  
             

           (Zulaf means times or hours. The word Muzdalifah, name of a famous place in Makkah
where night stay at one of the canonically prescribed rights is obligatory in Haji Pilgrimage, is
named after it Rank, stage and place are other shades of  meaning  Zulaf holds,  Zulafaa is the
gerund meaning approaching or nearing. 'Izdalafoo' means 'Ijtamaoo' that is  'they gathered.'
'Azlafnaa' means 'Ajma'naa which means 'We collected').

Sahaaranpoori, a famous interpreter of Sahih Al Bukhari says:

      (Muzdalifa is derived from Zulaf. It is named so because people are expected to go there in
the bours of the night)

    As already mentioned, Muzdalifa (                ) is an important place in Makkah. It is a highly
significant locality closely to the  rituals of the  Hajj  pilgrimage staying at Muzdalifa at one of
the prescribed nights is an  obligatory  part of hajj  (Greater Pilgrimage) and  Umrah  (Lesser
Pilgrimage).

2. 'Zulfah' means part of the night and 'Zulaf' means parts of the night

            (Arabic to English Learners' Dictionary Page: 461 Author F. Steingass, Published in New
Delhi, by Gaurav publishing House  in 1996)

3.  Zulafah also means Manzilah (                ) and Huzwa (             ) Manzilah can be translated
as degree, rank, place, stage, etc.  'Huzwa' means favour, goodwill, etc.  In the aforementioned
verse of the  Qur'an,  stage or  part of the  night can only be taken as the meaning of 'Zulafah'
(Refer Al Mufradaat, Page:219)

            Some scholars, we do not underestimate their calibre but we appreciate their talent and
genius are of the opinion that by 'Tarafayinnahaar' Subah, Zuhar and Asar prayers are meant
and  according  to  them  'Zula fun Minallyi'  means  Magrhib  and is a  prayers  only and  not 
Subah  (Fajr).   If  it  were  so,  Zulafun  Minallayl  would  have  been  replaced  by  zulfatayni 
 
          

(Ibid)



Minallayl  (Dual form of Zulfah'                  'Zulfataani' in  the  nominate  case and 'zulfatayni'
in the accusative and g enitive cases).  As Arabic has,  like  Greek  and  sanscrit, a dualnumber
Tasniya  or  Musanna (                         )  distinct  from  the plural  (Jam'          )  and  the plural
number is used here in the verse (11:114). and not the dual, it is quite reasonable to argue that
at least three or more times are meant. The above mentioned savants do not seem to have sense 
of grammar in grasping the true spirit of the Divine verse,

        Therefore, briefly speaking no sane and reasonable person can ever gainsay that the Holy
Qur'an cither clearly expressed or vividly and evidently  implied the  FIVE DAILY PRAYERS
in verse  No: 114 chapter No: 11 (Surah Hud) 'Tarafayn' is dual  (2) in accordance with Arabic
Grammar  while  'Zulaf'  is plural  form and so by  'Zulaf' at least three  (3) or more times are 
meant.  So five times of canonical obligatory prayer has been substantiated here in the light of
the Divine verse of the Holy Qur'an.  What we have just to do now is simply  add 2 and 3. Two
plus three equals five. Simple calculation!  We do not need a whole verse of the Holy Qur'an to
prove the number of  Daily  ritual  prayers  of  Islam  in the light of the holy book of Guidance 
except a tiny part of a single verse.  That is what this  humble  study  promulgates to the whole 
world and entire mankind. If we take it for granted that the translators have not erred in their
so called  translations  we will have to  admit that no  Muslim has ever  offered swalah  (Ritual 
Prayer) in accordance with the teachings of the Holy Qur'an.   We seek refuge with Allah from
uttering such nonsense.

May Allah Almighty save all Muslims from babbling erroneous ideas and unwholesome  
especially in the matter of religion May he save us from the quicks and of all aberrations. 
Amin.
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